
Introduction
To eliminate online threats these days, traditional 
solutions based on IP and browser detection are 
insufficient. The next generation online fraud detection 
solution should be able to spot traditional as well as 
modern threats (even those not yet seen) that 
jeopardize Internet banking, transaction systems, and 
online applications. This is currently possible using 
a combination of machine learning and big data 
processing. 

The ultimate goal in the fight against fraud is to be 
able to tell users and fraudsters apart. In our research, 
we concluded that this could be effectively done using 
a set of methods we later began calling Digital Identity 
Sensing Technology (DIST). This is a unique combination 

of device fingerprinting (the ability to clearly distinguish 
one user’s device from others) and, more importantly, 
user identification techniques. The latter are based on 
the assumption that every user is identifiable by his or 
her behavior patterns, biometric markers, and typical 
actions. Through the analysis of such parameters, using 
the latest advances in machine learning and artificial 
intelligence, we are able to detect suspicious changes 
on the user side and spot the fraud even in the creation 
phase, which was previously impossible.

Behavioral biometrics and anomaly detection
As a part of DIST, we track user actions during online 
sessions and unite them into what is called “user 
behavior”. Behavioral biometrics deals with our habits, 
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physical features, and environment. It cannot be stolen 
or transferred from one user to another (unlike 
passwords). Thus, the utilization of behavioral bio
metrics is a very promising approach to handling many 
different authentication procedures. Unlike other 
biometrics authentication techniques (fingerprinting, 
retinal scan, voice recognition, etc.), behavioral 
biometrics does not need any additional devices, and 
therefore does not disturb the user experience. In 
addition, it is also helpful for the continuous tracking of 
user identity during their online session.

Machine learning (especially with the current sta
te of IT development) is what drives the analysis of user 
behavior and facilitates the utilization of a large amount 
of various data related to the specific user. However, to 
make behavioral biometrics work it is impractical to 
compare many different users among each other (“su
pervised classification” task). Instead, to avoid com
putational costs, decrease time, and increase the accu
racy of prediction, it is better to compare the user with 
him/herself. In this case, the user behavior for every 
new session is compared with the available historical 

data for that user‘s pre
vious sessions (“anomaly 
detection” task). If the de
viation is big enough, one 
should consider such a be
havior anomalous. 

Anomaly detection is 
a common choice for fraud 
analytics [2], as it allows 
the use of a large amount 
of nonanomalous data 
along with a few anomaly 
examples. It starts to be 
even more practical when 
data analysts face many 

types of possible “anomalies” which have never been 
seen before.

Machine learning and user behavior features
User interaction with a computer is usually via 
keyboard and mouse. This interaction (usage 
“behavior”) is quite unique for each specific user 
(taking into account not only the type of computer, 
mouse, or keyboard, but also the user working 
position, his/her physical features, environment, 
etc.). According to several research teams [1, 3] it is 
possible (with some accuracy) to identify the person 
sitting in front of a computer by tracking mouse 
movements and keystroke dynamics.

The current approach to mouse movement 
assessment is represented by an analysis of the mouse 
speed and acceleration, as well as investigation of the 
cursor trajectory curve (Figure 1, A). [1, 4] For behavior 
biometry assessment related to the keyboard, the main 
features to analyze are key dwell time and flight time 
(Figure 1, B). [5]

In our solution, we use the mouse movement 
analytic model suggested by [1], where we calculate 
several features related to the direction of mouse 
movement as well as features of a triangle made by 
two sequential mouse movement vectors (Figure 1, 
A). For keystroke dynamics, we calculate dwell and 
flight time for several predefined key sequences. 
After data preprocessing we get >120 features for 
mouse movement and >250 features for keystroke 
dynamics that can describe each and every user 
session.

We utilize two different algorithms to detect 
anomalies in mouse and keyboard data. The first one is 
an artificial neural network (autoencoder) in the form 
of a multilayer perceptron with single hidden layer. 
The second one is a kernelbased leastsquares anomaly 
detection classifier (LSAD) [6], used together with 
a bagging metaalgorithm.
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Fig. 1: Features derived for mouse movement (A) and keystroke dynamics (B) analysis. (A) – A, B, 
C – recorded mouse cursor positions, a – movement direction, b – angle between adjacent move-
ment vectors, c – distance from point B to AC vector (adopted from [1]); (B) – illustration of dwell 
time (upper row) and flight time (lower row)

Fig. 2: Interface of online banking demo application develo-
ped for testing and demonstration of the DIST approach.
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Results for behavioral biometrics
To test our anomaly detection models, we collect data 
via a specifically developed demo application, closely 
simulating native user behavior in a generic online 
banking application (Figure 2). We collected data from 
12 users, where each user performed >15 sessions. It is 
important to note that the session time window was 
relatively small – around 2030 seconds. During this 
time, users made, on average, 57 short mouse 
movements (between application forms) and 
performed 46 key presses. Such a timeconstrained 
scenario allows for testing our approach to detecting 
an anomaly immediately after the session begins.

We measure the general performance of each 
algorithm on mouse movement (3 models) and key
stroke dynamics (2 models) individually by con structing 
a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and 
calculating the corresponding area under that curve 
(AUC). For keystroke dynamics and mouse movement 
models we were able to obtain, on average, 90% and 
71% AUC, respectively (Figure 3). 

After a combination of predictors (5 models in 
general) by majority voting, we received a  false accept 
rate (FAR) of 18.5% and a false reject rate (FRR) of 
19.2%. By increasing the session time, the FAR and FRR 
values could be much smaller. However, our goal was to 
show that it is possible to identify suspicious patterns 
in user behavior as early as within 30 seconds from the 
beginning of an online session. Nevertheless, 
a reasonable amount of historical data (previously 
recorded sessions) is a crucial requirement. The 
recommended number of sessions in training data is 
case/model dependent and can also relate to the 
consistency of user behavior, as well as to its evolving 
nature (i.e. users tend to change their behavior over 

time). A reasonable empirical estimation would be 20
30 last user sessions.

Discussion
Our models and feature engineering approach has 
shown that it is possible to detect anomalies with an 
acceptable FAR and FRR within 2030 seconds after 
user login. It is difficult to compare our results with 
other research teams (reviewed in [7]), as they mainly 
use classification approaches (which is difficult and im
practical to use in a production environment) instead 
of anomaly detection. However, taking into account the 
ranges of FAR and FRR (classification task, from 1% up 
to 24% [7]) together with the significant amount of 
data required (from 4 min. of continuous mouse move
ment up to 3600 mouse “actions” [7]), it is possible to 
conclude that our approach has a similar discriminati
on ability with much less data required (57 mouse mo
vements within 30 seconds in an online banking appli
cation environment). Moreover, anomaly detection 
design allows for implementation in an online envi
ronment with thousands of users per day (and genera
lly can accept any amount of users in the service sys
tem, as we do not compare users with each other, but 
rather the user with him or herself). 

It needed to be underlined that fraud detection 
(using a productionready unsupervised anomaly 
detection approach) represents a very difficult branch 
of machine learning applications. In its current state, it 
should by no means be viewed as a password 
substitution solution. Instead, our behavioral anomaly 
detection method may be used together with 
a standard twofactor authentication approach, but 
can provide some unique possibilities for online 
banking service providers. For example, by tuning our 
current approach to reduce FAR and increase FRR, the 

Fig. 3: ROC curves with AUC score for generic keystroke dynamics model (A) and generic mouse movement model (B).  
FP – false positive rate, TP – true positive rate.
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second part in twofactor authentication can be skipped 
in up to 70% of logins/transactions, which would result 
in reduced costs (no need to send an SMS) and an 
enhanced user experience (less user disturbance from 
additional verification). In addition, nowadays it is 
probably the only way to detect an account takeover 
automatically (even in the middle of a valid user 
session).

Conclusion
Overall, DIST is just a part of the complex Advance 
Fraud Detection System (AFS), which uses a layered 
approach to protection (Figure 4). At each stage of user 
interaction with the protected application, security 
checks are applied to detect differences in assumed 
identity. If the current profile differs from the learned 
model by a certain statistically defined threshold, an 
alert is raised. One of the many advantages of the mo
dern solution compared to traditional fraud detection 
systems is the ability to collect and evaluate insession 
data (speed and timing of actions, user activity, user 
interaction with an application, and many more). This 
greatly increases fraud detection chances, and it im
proves the quality of information about the users of an 
online service, without distorting their private life or 
compromising their identity.

In order for such detection capabilities to be 
possible, the system performs a correlation of data 
from probes, working hidden on a client’s station, and 
from server components analyzing traffic between the 
application and users. This approach is supported by 
advanced machine learning methods, statistics, 
predefined rules, and detection capabilities of 
individual modules designed for specific attacks found 
on different layers of the user access. United into one 
antifraud solution, such a system does not just react to 

known threats and 
attacks which intimidate 
modern applications and 
their users, but also 
enables reaction to new, 
not yet known online 
dangers.
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Fig. 4: AFS layered approach
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